Abstract-How much performance advantage can a fixed dimension vector quantizer gain over a scalar quantizer? We collect several results from high-resolution or asymptotic (in rate) quantization theory and use them to identify source and system characteristics that contribute to the vector quantizer advantage. One well-known advantage is due to improvement in the space-filling properties of polytopes as the dimension increases. Others depend on the source's memory and marginal density shape. The advantages are used to gain insight into product, transform, lattice, predictive, pyramid, and universal quantizers. Although numerical predictions consistently overestimated gains in low rate (1 bit/sample) experiments, theoretical insights may be useful even at these rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE USE of vector quantizers in practical systems for T data compression is increasing, largely because of the existence of design algorithms producing code structures amenable to microcircuit implementation. While it has long been known from Shannon's source coding with a fidelity criterion theorem that better performance can be achieved by coding vectors rather than scalars, practical use of vector codes has been slow to develop because of the simplicity of scalar codes and the lack, until recently, of good design methods for implementable vector codes. While vector quantizers now appear attractive for several specific applications, a general question remains as to how to judge the potential gains from vector quantization and how to weigh these gains against the inevitable increase in complexity over scalar systems.
A scalar quantizer maps an input value into one of a finite number, say N , of reproduction values, collectively called the code book. Typically, the encoder portion of a scalar quantizer examines the input and determines the reproduction that is "closest" (i.e., the one that will produce the minimum distortion when used to reproduce the input). The coder dispatches the index of this reproduction over the channel, and the decoder uses the index to look up the reproduction, which it then delivers to the output of the system. The transmission rate of the system is given by log, N bits/sample, which may be significantly smaller than the transmission rate required without quantization. Manuscript received June 6, 1987; revised October 31, 1988 . This work was supported in part by ESL, a subsidiary of TRW, and in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant ECS83-17981.
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For instance, an input sample that is a real number would require an infinite number of bits to transmit its value if it is not quantized! Vector quantization generalizes scalar quantization to the simultaneous encoding of a vector of input values to one of a finite number of reproduction vectors. The encoding process leads to a useful visualization of vector quantization as a set of reproductions and a partition of the input space into sets or bins, one for each reproduction, which determine the reproduction that will be assigned to any input. Thorough reviews of code structures and design algorithms for vector quantization can be found in [1]- [3] .
The most frequently cited theoretical rationale for vector quantization is rate-distortion theory, in which the actual proof of achievability (to within an arbitrarily small constant) of the rate-distortion bound for a given source uses vector quantizers. Hence one would suppose (correctly) that given vector quantizers of arbitrarily large dimension, one could approach the rate-distortion function. However, a vector quantizer which explicitly calculates the distortion between the input vector and each possible reproduction vector exhibits both search complexity and memory requirements that grow exponentially with dimension. Exceptions occur when the source has a particularly simple structure so that fast algorithms may exist for vector quantizing the input (see the discussion of lattice and pyramid vector quantizers in Section V). Alternatively, one can impose a suboptimal structure on the code book to make the code book search or storage or both simpler at the cost of performance.
Rate-distortion theory provides results on vector quantizer performance for fixed rate as the vector dimension becomes large; a contrasting approach is to fix the dimension and assume the rate (and hence the code book size) is large. This is the subject of high-resolution or asymptotic quantization theory. The essence of high-resolution quantization theory is to assume that there are so many output points that the probability density of the input is approximately constant across any particular input bin. Bennett [4] first applied this approximation in developing a system performance formula for scalar quantizers that has come to be known as Bennett's integral. The vector quantizer version of the problem was first studied by Schutzenberger [5] High-resolution quantization theory provides tractable equations for the performance of vector quantizers for any vector dimension. True quantizer performance will approach that predicted by high-resolution quantization theory as the number of output points gets very large. Some practical applications require very low distortion so that high rates are necessary and high resolution quantization theory will be quite accurate; other applications require rates that are so low that the approximations of the high-resolution theory are questionable. Nevertheless, the tractability of the high-resolution results makes them useful for understanding performance gains even in low rate cases.
When considering vector quantizers of finite dimension, two different design criteria can be formulated. First, one can find the vector quantizer which minimizes distortion for a fixed number of output points ("constrained resolution"). Alternatively, one can find the vector quantizer which minimizes distortion with the constraint that its output entropy does not exceed some constant ("constrained entropy"). The latter approach has the potential for lower output rates, but only if some kind of noiseless entropy coding (such as Huffman coding) follows the vector quantizer. Analytical expressions for optimum designs and performances are available for both problems in the high-resolution case; iterative design algorithms exist for the low-resolution case [13]- [15] . We will consider both design criteria, although emphasis will be placed on the constrained resolution problem. Finally, it is worth noting that hgh-resolution theory shows that, in the limit of large dimension, both criteria converge to the results generated from rate-distortion theory Ill].
In their survey paper, Makhoul et al. [3] present properties of the components of a vector, which "when utilized appropriately in codebook design, result in optimal performance." These properties are 1) linear dependency, 2) nonlinear dependency, 3) probability density function shape, and 4) dimensionality. To demonstrate how vector quantizer design uses dimensionality and dependency (linear dependency is correlation; nonlinear dependency is dependency that remains after the components have been decorrelated), they provide some easily visualized twodimensional examples. Dependence on quantizer design on the probability density function shape is demonstrated through its effect on differential entropy (which is a factor in the Shannon lower bound on the rate-distortion function) and on the design of low-rate optimal scalar quantizers.
In this paper, we address both why and by how much a vector quantizer out-performs a scalar quantizer for the same source, and, in particular, which attributes of a source will make vector quantization most effective. The paper is primarily interpretive: few new theoretical results are provided. Rather, we have collected high-resolution quantization theory formulas for both scalar and vector quantizers; after dividing the two we can identify factors that correspond to the properties of Makhoul et al. We call these factors " vectors quantizer advantages": they are the ~_ _ _ _ space-filling advantage (corresponding to dimensionality), the shape advantage (corresponding to probability density function shape), and the memory advantage (corresponding to both linear and nonlinear dependencies between vector components). An attribute of our approach is that we not only establish the nature of the vector quantizer advantages, but also estimate their importance for a given source and quantizer system.
In the next section we derive the vector quantizer advantages for constrained resolution systems under the rth power distortion measure, and justify the names we have chosen for them. In Sections I11 and IV we provide generalizations to entropy-constrained systems and a wider class of distortion measures. Finally, in Section V we apply the insights we have gained to evaluating a number of quantization systems, including product vector quantizers, transform and predictive coders, lattice and pyramid vector quantizers, universal quantization, and the results of lowrate quantizer design experiments.
THE VECTOR QUANTIZER ADVANTAGES
To begin our discussion of vector quantizer performance, we first need an expression for the expected distortion produced by a vector quantizer of specified dimension and rate. We consider initially (until Section IV) the rth power distortion measure where k is vector dimension, x and y are k-dimensional vectors, and r > 0 ( r = 2 corresponds to mean squared error). Zador [6] showed that the expected distortion D produced by a k-dimensional vector quantizer with N vectors in its code book is (for N large)
where C(k, r ) is the coefficient of quantization, p ( x ) is the probability density function of the vector x = { x o , xl; . -, x k P l } (assumed continuous and smooth), and the functional Il.IIY is given by
which is defined if f( x)" is integrable (for v 2 1 this is a seminorm, but not for v <1; see Ash [16, sect. 2 .41 for a discussion). Zador showed that the coefficient of quantization depends only on k and r and provided upper and lower bounds. Gersho [8] conjectured that the coefficient of quantization is determined by the optimal regular cell shape for hgh-rate vector quantization matched to a uniform probability density function. To be precise, Gersho considers the class of convex polytopes (a region of k-dimensional space bounded by (k -1)-dimensional hyperplanes so that any point lying on a line segment joining points on the boundaries is within the region) which can be used to cover space by translating and rotating copies. If a uniform probability density is placed on the space contained by the polytope, then its centroid is the point f which minimizes the expected distortion incurred by replacing a randomly chosen point within the polytope by f. A Dirichlet or Voronoi partition with respect to a set of points X = { xo, xZ; . e , x N P 1 } is a partition whose regions are nearest-neighbor regions, i.e., a point is in the region belonging to x, if x, is the closest element in X (in the minimum distortion sense). Let the set of admissible polytopes for k-dimensional space Hk consist of those space covering convex polytopes whch produce a Dirichlet partition with respect to their centroids. By observing the expected distortion that would result if a high-rate quantizer for the uniform probability density function was based on a polytope Hk E Hkr Gersho conjectured that
where f is the centroid of the polytope Hk, T/(Hk) is its volume (Lebesgue integral), and 11.11 is the Euclidean norm.
For two dimensions we can enumerate Hk as the rectangle, equilateral triangle, and hexagon; the infimum in (2) is achieved when the hexagon is used.
We will adopt Gersho's conjecture for the remainder of this paper. This allows us to apply results and bounds based both on Zador's work and resulting from the calculation (2).
To determine the performance gain of vector over scalar quantizers, we wish to compare vector and scalar quantizers with an equal number of output points per vector input. A scalar quantizer with N output points used repeatedly over k dimensions can produce N different outputs; thus it effectively has N k output points in the k-dimensional space. Hence, it is appropriate to compare a vector quantizer with N k output points against repeated use (over k dimensions) of a scalar quantizer with N output points. Note that indexing the output of either the vector or repeated scalar quantizer will require k log, N bits per k-dimensional input vector (without entropy coding).
We define the vector quantizer advantage A( k, r ) as the ratio of the distortion due to repeated scalar quantization to that due to vector quantization:
where we have assumed that the source is stationary so that its marginal density P ( x ) does not depend on the coordinate. Later (Section V) we will consider an example where we relax the stationarity assumption. Define k -1 r = O the distribution that would result if the vector coordinates were in fact independent. With t h s definition in hand, we may rewrite ( 3 ) as
where the space filling advantage is defined by the shape advantage is defined by
and the memory advantage is defined by
We can also express (4) in dB, so that 10logloA =lOlogloF+lOl~gloM +lOl~g,,S dB.
We shall see that, defined in this way, the advantages capture in a quantitative manner the attributes described by Makhoul et al. We now examine each of the advantages in detail.
A . The Space-Filling Advantage
The definition of the space-filling advantage in (5) shows that it depends only on the coefficient of quantization and hence, applying Gersho's conjecture (2), only on the efficiency with which polytopes can fill space. In particular, it does not depend on the probability distribution of the source (either its shape or memory). This particular advantage has long been recognized by researchers as a fundamental advantage of vector quantizers over scalar quantizers. As we will see, this advantage by itself establishes that vector quantizers will always outperform scalar quantizers (in cases where the hgh-resolution approximations are accurate).
We can evaluate C( k, r ) explicitly in only a few cases.
For k =1 and all r, the optimal polytope is trivially the interval (there are no other convex polytopes), for k = 2 and all r the optimal polytope is the hexagon [8], and for k = 3 and r = 2 the optimal polytope is the regular truncated octahedron [17] . For other values of k and r , we must rely on bounds. Partitions based on Gersho's admissible polytopes are equivalent to lattices, where the points of a lattice are the centroids of the polytopes. Consequently, known lattices for various dimensions provide an upper bound on C(k, r ) and hence a lower bound on F( k, r). Among these is the lattice formed by concatenating replicas of a uniform scalar quantizer, which, from (2), would yield a shape advantage of one. Since t h s is a lower bound, we clearly have that F(k, r) 2 1 for k 2 1 and all r > 0. Since the sphere in k dimensions has the smallest moment of inertia with respect to its centroid of any k-dimensional polytope, if it were admissible it would be the 
____-Zador lower bound
polytope used in the definition of C( k, r ) . Unfortunately, we cannot cover space with spheres. Hence a result based on approximating a partition of the input space using spheres (such that their total volume equals the volume of the space to be covered) provides a lower bound on C( k, r ) (and an upper bound on F( k, r ) ) : 1
k + r where v k ( < ) is the volume of the sphere of unit radius in k-dimensional space with the I, norm (5 2 1):
(so Vk(2) is the usual volume of a unit sphere in k-dimensional Euclidean space).
Conway and Sloane [18] have studied lattices of various dimensionalities and have conjectured a tighter lower bound than the spheres bound of (8) for the case r = 2 [19]. Their work provides a conjectured upper bound on F( k, 2) for all k and a known lower bound for dimensions with lattices that have been studied. We can also use an upper bound on C(k, r ) developed by Zador [6] using random coding arguments, to lower bound F(k,2).
The various bounds on F( k, r ) are found in Table I and Fig. 1 for r = 2. The approximate gain in Table I 
k+cc which gives the limiting value for F(k,2) of the table.
B. The Shape Advantage
The factor S( k, r) of (6) can be written 
. .
__---

-
: . : __--/'
Hence S(k, r ) depends only on the shape of the marginal probability density function. An exercise with Holder's inequality [20] shows that S(k, r ) 2 1 for all k 2 1 and r > 0. To develop a feel for the gain that S(k, r ) contributes, we have derived its value for several typical probability density functions. S(k,r) for the Uniform Density: Let p(x) be uniform, say,
Then substituting into (12) provides the result S ( k , r ) = l f o r a l l k > l and r > 0 .
Hence the uniform probability density function provides no shape advantage. S(k, r) for the Gaussian Density: Let p ( x ) be zero mean Gaussian with variance u2, i.e., 1
\/2.rraz Then (12) and some algebra yield which is independent of u2, so that the fact that p ( x ) is a Gaussian density gives the value of S(k, r ) regardless of the actual variance.
S(k, r) for the Gamma Density: The gamma density with parameters s, X > 0 is given by otherwise.
Thus (12) yields
The mean and variance of a random variable with such a density are, respectively, s/A and s/A2. With the parameter s fixed, S(k, r ) is independent of A (or, equivalently, the mean and variance), so that it is determined only by k, r, and the fact that the density is gamma with parameter s. When s = 1, the gamma density reduces to the exponential density function. Symmetrized Densities: Frequently, we take probability densities defined on the nonnegative real line and extend them by symmetry to ones defined on the entire real line. Using (12), we can show that the shape advantage of the symmetrized probability is identical to that of its parent asymmetric density. Special cases include the Laplacian density, which has the same shape advantage as the gamma density for s = 1, and the symmetrized gamma density with s = 1/2, a popular model for the marginal probability density function of speech [21] . These examples and the fact that S( k, r ) depends only on the marginal density justify calling it the shape advantage. From (12), S ( k , r ) does not depend on how the marginal density is scaled. Some numerical values for S( k, 2) are given in Table I1 and plotted in Fig. 2 .
Note that, for the Gaussian density The factor M(k, r ) of (7) is the ratio of the k/(k + r)th norms of the vector's probability density and the product of its marginals. Clearly, M(k, r ) is 1 (leading to a O-dB gain due to memory) if the components are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). In such a case, the entire gain over scalar quantization can be attributed to the space-filling and shape advantages. In other cases, M( k, r )
can be hard to compute analytically (since it requires knowledge of the true k-dimensional source probability density function and computation of k-dimensional integrals). The approach followed here will be to solve the problem analytically for a jointly Gaussian random vector (a case in which the integrals can be calculated in a straightforward manner). Unfortunately, since uncorrelatedness implies independence for components of Gaussian random vectors, it is not possible to explore "nonlinear" dependence with these results. We must refer the reader to Makhoul et al. [3, example 2, p. 15591 for an example that demonstrates an achievable vector quantizer advantage due to nonlinear dependence (Le., even when the vector components are uncorrelated). M(k, r) for a Jointly Gaussian Random Vector: Let p ( x ) be zero means Gaussian with positive definite covariance matrix R, i.e., By stationarity, the marginal densities are identically distributed, i.e., they have the same variance u2, although the coordinates may not be independent. In this case, the product of the marginals is also jointly Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrix R* = u21, 1 being the identity matrix. We can explicitly compute M( k , r ) to obtain (see the Appendix) Several observations can be made based on this formula. First, note that the diagonal elements of R are all the same under our identical distribution assumption and are given by u2. From matrix theory [22, p. 1261 ,
and hence M ( k, r ) is always greater than or equal to one. Secondly, note that as det( R) decreases, M ( k , r ) gets large, so that for det( R) very small, the memory advantage can swamp the shape and space filling advantages. Consider, for example, M(2,2) for a jointly Gaussian random vector input with covariance matrix In this form, p is known as the correlation coefficient and has the property that -1 s p ~1 with p = 0 signifying independence between the two coordinates, and IpI = 1 signifying complete dependence (i.e., one component is completely determined by the other). For this example, we have 1
so that, as the vector approaches complete dependence, M(2,2) becomes arbitrarily large. This suggests an interpretation for M(k, r ) : the more dependent the coordinates the vector are, the larger M(k, r ) will become. It achieves its minimum, 1, when the coordinates are independent.
Gauss-Markov or Gaussian autoregressive processes are quite popular as models due to their tractability. For this very reason, we will derive M ( k , r ) for a first-order Gauss-Markov source and show that it is solely a function M(k, r) for a First-Order Gauss -Markov Source: . . . . , .
-
0:
a ' = -(1-a ' ) .
In Table I11 and Fig One would expect that, in spite of the high-resolution approximations, the expressions for rate versus distortion of high-resolution quantization theory approach those of rate-distortion theory as the dimension becomes arbitrarily large, and indeed, several authors have shown that this is so for many sources and distortion measures (see [6] , [8] , [9] , [ll]). Since our discussion has been based on high-resolution quantization approximations, the combination of the vector quantizer advantages for a particular source should also yield a total advantage for large dimension A vector of samples taken from this source will form a zero mean Gaussian random vector. In the stationary regime, the covariance matrix of the vector is independent of n and is described by To evaluate M ( k , r ) from (19), we must find det (R) . By expanding the determinant by minors, we can easily show that this is 
M ( k , r ) = ( l -a )
Since k 2 1 and r > 0, the exponent is always nonpositive and with la1 < 1, M ( k , r ) 21 as expected. Also, M ( k , r ) is independent of U :
; it depends only on a (the same parameter that determines how "dependent" the source is). 
which gives the expected agreement with rate-distortion theory. Recall that agreement with rate-distortion theory is expected in both the resolution-constrained and entropyconstrained problems.
since the entropy of the product distribution of independent random variables is just the sum of their entropies. Hence, for the entropy-constrained problem there is no shape advantage. The absence of a shape advantage is responsible for the observation, first made by Gish and Pierce [7] , that for mean squared error, a high-resolution scalar quantizer followed by an entropy coder can get within 0.254 bit of the rate-distortion curve for an i.i.d. source, regardless of the probability density function shape. This is true because the lack of a memory advantage (due to the independence) and the inherent lack of a shape advantage for entropy-constrained quantizers leaves only the space-filling advantage. Recall from Section 11-A that the space filling advantage is bounded above by the sphere upper bound and approaches a limit of 1.423 as the dimension gets very large. We can combine this with the expression for high-resolution scalar quantizer performance ((1) with k = 1 and r = 2) to show that the number of bits saved by a vector quantizer over a scalar quantizer with the same distortion when only the space filling advantage is present is bounded above by and approaches 0.254 bit as the dimension gets arbitrarily large.
When memory is present, the entropy-constrained memory advantage is given by
ENTROPY-CONSTRAINED CRITERION
We can invoke properties of differential entropy to evaluUntil now, we have been concerned with the constrained ate Me for a Gaussian random vector (see the Appendix): resolution problem. We can solve the entropy-constrained Gersho's conjecture) for the optimum entropy-constrained quantizer's performance under the average r th power distortion measure is where HQ is the entropy of the quantizer output, i.e., if p i is the probability of the ith output, then HQ = IV. MORE GENERAL DISTORTION MEASURES -CpilOg,(p,); and H ( p ) is the differential entropy of the k-dimensional probability density function, i.e., H( p ) = -/ p ( x ) log, ( p ( x ) ) dx. We apply the same logic as in (3) to obtain the entropy-constrained vector quantizer advantage:
We can find vector quantizer advantage expressions for a wider class of distortion measures than the rth power distortion used so far; in fact, we can consider any distortion d (~, y ) given as the rth power of a seminorm of the difference x -y . However, we will no longer be able to identify the factor F ( k , r ) as due to the space filling properties of polytopes.
A seminorm on R k is a function 1.1 from R k to R with where, as before, j ( x ) is the marginal probability density the properties that, for all x, y E R k and a E R 1) 1x1 2 0, function. Factoring leads to the entropy-constrained 2) lax ( = ( a ( 1x1, and 3) and noting that the factors N -r ' k l l P ( X ) l l k , / ( k + , , are present in both D , and D,, we can again diwde and identify three vector quantizer advantages; the latter two are identical to the shape and memory advantages already defined in (6) and (7), while the first, which we will denote by F( k , r ) , is bounded by Note that, although the bounds on F ( k , r ) are independent of the probability density function of the source, the results we have quoted for seminorm-based distortion measures do not prove that F( k , r ) itself is independent of the probability density function. Nevertheless, when the bounds tightly control F ( k , r ) , it appears that memory and shape advantages do not depend on the particular seminorm used, but only on the power to which it is raised in the distortion measure. Although Yamada et al. have a lower bound similar to (25) for the entropy-constrained case, the authors are not aware of an upper bound similar to Bucklew's (27) ; hence the same procedure as for the resolution-constrained case cannot be applied.
v. APPLICATIONS TO QUANTIZER SYSTEMS
The development so far allows us to gain some insight into the performance of a variety of specific quantizer systems. In this section we analyze several of these systems and make some comparisons with experimental low-rate vector quantizers.
A . Product Vector Quantizers
In some cases, the natural vector quantizer dimension may be too large for implementation. For example, in transform vector quantization [27] , it would be desirable to have a vector quantizer with the same dimension as the transform, but for a transform of dimension 256 and rate 1 bit/sample, this would require a code book of size 2256. Hence we are led to use product structured code books [28] in which the overall code book is made of a concatenation of smaller ones. This leads to some decrease in performance; the vector quantizer advantage results give us an idea how much. For instance, replacing a 256-dimensional vector quantizer with 32 eight-dimensional vector quantizers, operating on a Gaussian source and assuming that the samples are uncorrelated (e.g., a transform coder with a transfer that approximately decorrelates the coefficients), leads to a predicted performance loss of 1.22 dB, where we have subtracted the shape and space-filling advantages for dimension 8 from those for dimension 256.
B. Scalar versus Vector Transform Coders
If the process under consideration is nonstationary, the analysis is greatly complicated. However, one example of practical interest can be easily treated. In scalar transform coders, the transform domain coefficients have different variances. Typically, different scalar quantizers are applied to each coordinate (matched to the coordinate's variance) and an optimal allocation of bits among the quantizers is made. To use our previous results, we assume a jointly Gaussian random vector. Hence we are led to evaluate the vector quantizer advantage for a jointly Gaussian random vector with the optimal bit allocation among a family of scalar quantizers.
We apply (1) to the scalar quantizers and take the average over k-dimensions to obtain
We can apply the same method as Huang and Shultheiss [29] who originally solved the bit allocation problem for the case r = 2 to give the optimal allocation of reproduction levels for arbitrary r as N N, = ; 1% ( ;) with V as the geometric mean of the variances, V = (I-If= lu:)l/k. Under the optimal bit allocation,
The distortion for the vector quantizer follows from (1) and the result for the norm of a jointly Gaussian random vector given in the Appendix:
Dividing D " by D" gives us the vector quantizer advantage. We note that the space-filling and shape advantages are precisely the same as those given before in Sections 11-A and -B, but the memory advantage is Since (det R ) l / k I ( r I R i i ) ' / k = V, the memory advantage is minimized and equal to one if and only if the components are uncorrelated. If we use these results to compare scalar and vector transform coders, we note that if the transform fails to decorrelate the coefficients or if the process is non-Gaussian (so that there is nonlinear dependence among coefficients) the vector quantizer will gain some memory advantage. The vector quantizer will always achieve space-filling and shape advantages. Also, the bit allocation implicitly assumes we can make nonintegral bit assignments. While scalar quantizers cannot make fractional bit assignments, vector quantizers can have effectively fractional bit assignments. T h s factor is quite important in the superior performance of transform vector quantizers [27] .
C. Linear Predictive Quantizers
Linear prediction is commonly used to remove redundancy due to statistical correlation between samples. In this respect, it is much like transform coding, in which removal of correlation may significantly reduce the memory advantage and hence make vector quantization (of the decorrelated sequence) less attractive. Again, however, a memory advantage due to failure to decorrelate completely the source and nonlinear dependency between samples, a shape advantage, and a space-filling advantage will result in some vector quantizer advantage over scalar quantization. Also, the ability to quantize at rates less than 1 bit/sample may be desirable.
D. Lattice and Pyramid Vector Quantizers
As we noted in our discussion of the shape advantage, some lattices are superior to others in terms of their use in specifying output points for vector quantizers; in fact, C ( k , r ) is defined in terms of the optimum space-filling polytope. For the i.i.d. uniform random process, there is no shape or memory advantage to be gained, and a vector quantizer based on a pure lattice may be the best implementable quantizer. Such quantizers will be limited in the gain that they can achieve over repeated scalar quantization to the space-filling advantage. However, several lattices have fast encoding algorithms [30]-[32] that allow the use of much larger dimensions (and higher rates) than would be possible using a standard full search vector quantizer implementation. Hence, lattice quantizers are well matched to uniform memoryless sources, or to general memoryless sources when entropy coding is to be applied to the quantizer output.
Shannon theory includes the notion of a "typical set": roughly, if one looks at a long vector x from an i.i.d. process, then with high probability, it is in the set for whch (l/n)logp(x) = -H ( j j ) , where H ( g ) is the differential entropy of the marginal density of the process (see Section 111). The particular geometry of the typical set depends on the type of process. Fischer [33] has found a fast algorithm for searching a lattice restricted to the typical set for an i.i.d. process with Laplacian marginal density. This set has the shape of a pyramid; hence the name "pyramid quantization." Such a quantizer has the potential of exploiting both the shape advantage for Laplacian sources and the space-filling advantage (depending on the lattice chosen) but not the memory advantage. Again, Fischer's fast algorithm allows consideration of longer dimensions and higher rates than a full search implementation; in fact, an implementation with current technology should be able to quantize 64-dimensional vectors at a sample rate of 16 kHz [34] . A Hadamard unscrambling/permutation code due to Schroeder and Sloan [35] and several algebraic codes explored by Adoul and Lamblin [36] achieve the same low complexity and highperformance coding of the typical set for a Gaussian i.i.d. source (a spherical shell). These quantizers should work particularly well in a system in which some lund of preprocessing has removed much of the memory from the process (e.g., linear prediction), leaving a residual process to be quantized which is roughly memoryless with a Laplacian or Gaussian marginal.
E. Universal Quantization
Ziv [37] has explored a system composed of a dithered uniform scalar quantizer followed by an entropy coder (e.g., a Huffman coder) whose input is a vector of k of the scalar quantizer's outputs. He shows that such a system, which he calls a universal quantizer, achieves an output rate that is no more than 0.754 bit/sample higher than the optimal achevable by a k-dimensional quantizer. Gutman [38] extends Ziv's result for mean square error to a variety of other distortions. A particularly nice aspect is that the results do not depend on high rate, as opposed to the theory behind this paper. On the other hand, as Gutman notes, the performance bound may become too loose to be useful as we consider rates around 1 bit/sample or below.
If we assume high rate so as to provide some comparison with high-resolution quantization theory, we recall that, for the constrained-entropy problem, there is no shape advantage. Since the universal quantizer employs a vector-alphabet entropy coder, much of the memory in a k-dimensional input can still be extracted even after scalar quantization. In fact, as the quantizer becomes increasingly fine, the bit savings provided by the memory advantage are exactly the same as those provided by entropy blocks rather than single scalar quantizer outputs. To see this, note that by solving (21) for HQ, using (22), and assuming that all entropy coders actually achieve a rate equal to quantizer output entropy, we can show that the number of bits per sample saved due to the memory advantage is precisely H( jj) -(l/k)H( p ) . The number of bits per sample saved by using block entropy coding of successive scalar outputs rather than entropy coding them individually is H( jjQ) -(l/k)H( pQ), where pQ is the probability mass function of a block of k scalar quantizer outputs, and jjQ is the probability mass function for a single output. We can identify H( j j Q ) -( l / k ) H ( p Q ) = (l/k)Z( pQ*; pQ), where Z( p;; p Q ) is the mutual information between the product of the marginals and pQ. Likewise, H( jj) -( l / k ) H ( p ) = (l/k)Z( p*; p ) , so that using the definition of the mutual information for probability densities as the supremum over the mutual information of the corresponding quantizer probability mass functions [39, p. 341, it follows that in the high-resolution approximation, these two numbers are the same.
The remaining advantage is due to space-filling. In Section I11 we already noted the fact that the space-filling advantage by itself generates a bit savings that approaches and is bounded above by 0.254 bit. Hence the high-resolution theory predicts that successive uniform scalar quantization followed by scalar entropy coding with a memoryless source will be within 0.254 bit of the best vector quantizer for any dimension k. Since the memory advantages in the two cases (the high resolution theory and Ziv's universal quantizer) are the same, the result also holds for sources with memory, i.e., a scalar uniform quantizer followed by entropy coding of blocks of quantizer outputs will be within 0.254 bit of the best vector quantizer for the same dimension. While this bound is quite a bit tighter than the universal quantizer result, we emphasize that a comparison rests on the assumption of high rate which is not required for Ziv's result to hold.
F. Low Rate Experiments
While we require high rate for the validity of the theory presented here, many practical vector quantization schemes operate at low rates, a frequent rate for system comparisons being 1 bit/sample. Several studied have been done to evaluate vector quantizers designed using the general- [40], [41] . We compare the results of actual vector quantizer designs at 1 bit/sample against our theoretical vector quantizer advantages for the memoryless Gaussian source (Fig. 4) , memoryless Laplacian source (Fig. 5) , and Gauss-Markov source with a regression coefficient of 0.9 (Fig. 6) . The total expected vector quantizer advantage is the sum of the solid lines representing the appropriate space-filling, shape, and memory advantages for the particular case. The dashed lines represent the realized vector quantizer advantage.
It is immediately apparent that actual low rate quantizers realize only a small portion of the predicted gain. The memoryless Gaussian source in particular behaves as if little of the shape and space-filling advantages are actually realized. In fact, in [14] and [41], experimental constrained resolution vector quantizer performances were compared against the constrained entropy high-resolution expressions (we recall that in the later case a shape advantage is never present).
Several factors help explain the discrepancy. Most important is the low rate for the designed quantizers. Recall that the distortion of a high-resolution scalar quantizer is an integral part of our vector quantizer advantage derivation. However, a 1-bit/sample scalar quantizer (two levels) in no way resembles a hgh-resolution quantizer with enough output levels so that the density is approximately constant across all bins. Secondly, we note that practical quantizers must deal with the overload distortion, in which no points are available for large valued (unlikely) outputs. For instance, a typical rule is to limit the quantization region to four times the standard deviation of the input; values that fall outside this range result in large distortions. Finally, there are the quirks of the generalized Lloyd algorithm itself, such as the possibility of converging to a bad local optimum [42].
Hence the vector quantizer advantage predictions become less reliable as we consider low-rate coders. However, since the only reliable alternative is actually implementing designs and testing them, the vector quantizer advantage theory may be the best available for helping a designer decide whether to attempt a vector quantizer design or not. All the experiments suggest that the vector quantizer advantage at least provides an effective upper bound on the available gain.
VI. CONCLUSION
Formulas from high-resolution quantization theory can be applied to both scalar and vector quantizers. By factoring the ratio of the distortion of optimal hgh-resolution scalar and vector quantizers we can identify terms that contribute to the improvement in performance achievable by vector quantization. For the resolution-constrained problem, these terms are the space filling advantage, which is independent of source characteristics, the shape advantage, which depends on the marginal density shape, and the memory advantage, which depends on the dependence between samples in the source. In the entropy-constrained problem, the shape advantage is absent. The relative magnitude of these advantages was demonstrated through tables and figures.
We have applied the insights gained from this factorization to a number of quantizer systems. We were able to analyze performance losses when a product-structured code book is substituted for a full-search code book. In transform coding applications, vector quantizers will always outperform scalar quantizers, although the memory advantage may be reduced or eliminated by using a decorrelating transform. In a similar manner, linear predictive quantizers can reduce the memory advantage of vector quantization. Lattice vector quantizers benefit from the space-filling advantage, while pyramid and similar restricted lattice vector quantizers can use both space-filling and shape advantages for Laplacian and Gaussian sources; hence these quantizers are well matched to sources for whch the memory advantage is absent. We showed that Ziv's universal quantization results are not so surprising at high rates, although his results are valid in low-rate regions where high-resolution quantization theory breaks down. Finally, we showed that the numerical predictions of the theory overestimated the performance gains actually realized by replacing scalar by vector quantizers at low rates For p * ( x ) we have R = u21 with I the identity matrix; thus Dividing (28) by (27) gives the desired result (equation (19) in the text). Trivially, B = al. Since the transformation A -' is linear, its Jacobian JA -1 is simply itself, as is the Jacobian J S -l . Berger [25, p. 871 shows that the differential entropy of two random variables related by a transformation differs by the expected value of the logarithm of the Jacobian, so that 
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